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dateQ: Are there any limitations of using different language elements in a single HTML page as
long as they are not conflicting with each other? I have learnt JavaScript, Perl and PHP and also
some other languages in my career. I want to mix and match the elements of JavaScript, Perl

and PHP to an HTML page. I know that JavaScript and Perl do not work with each other.
However, I am not sure if HTML allows multiple languages being mixed to a single HTML page.
A: You should not mix languages in a single webpage. However, sometimes it can be useful, to
have several things in a single page. For example, javascript code at the end of page to change
some HTML markup, or use JS to hide the page buttons and put some message there. If you are

serious about mixing languages on a single page, make sure you understand and follow the
rules about how the browser (e.g. browsers and their rendering engines) interprets different

languages in a webpage. First, HTML is XML, so it does not have any notion of "language". HTML
is just a markup language. You could use things like STX markup to combine multiple

languages, but that would not be pretty. Second, each language (that has a specific tag set)
has its own language specification. For example, HTML5 has a tag set that includes HTML for
documents written in HTML4, CSS for styling, and Javascript for scripting (to a limited extent).

When you write your web page, you should follow the language specification for the
language(s) that you use. If you find yourself mixing Javascript and HTML tags into a single

page, you may be trying to do something that requires Javascript more than HTML. Q:
Python/Gtk drawing straight lines I am trying to make a program that draws straight lines

between points. I'm using Python3 and Gtk3. Here is what I have so far: from gi c6a93da74d
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